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On stoit, kak monument i/Zapolniaia vsiu kvartiru/Potikhon’ku tianet lentu/I 
pitan’e iz seti.
(It stands like a monument and/filling the entire apartment/it quietly pulls the 
tape/and electricity from the outlet.)
—Evgenii Isakevich, “Magnitofon”

Abstract Magnitizdat was the slyly humorous nickname for the unofficial practice of 
dubbing and distributing reel-to-reel audio tapes in the post-Stalinist Soviet Union. 
In this article I reflect on magnitizdat’s cultural significance through an examina-
tion of several amateur reel-to-reel recordings of avtorskaia pesnia, the musical genre 
most closely associated with the first generation of magnitizdat dubbers in the 1960s. 
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After drawing parallels between the rhizomic, uncensored distribution of reel-to-
reel tapes and samizdat’s dissemination of uncensored texts, I move on to consider 
the differences—in scale, ideological charge, and ontological status—between the 
two practices. After outlining the similarities that link magnitizdat (and, by impli-
cation, samizdat) to contemporary practices of Internet file-sharing, I conclude by 
suggesting that we might profitably reimagine the relationship between the Soviet 
underground and the post-Soviet grassroots as one where continuities overwhelm 
disjunctures.

March 20, 1974: Soviet musicologist Vladimir Frumkin sits with his wife, 
Lida, in the departure hall of Leningrad’s Pulkovo Airport. Within min-
utes, they will be on an airplane, flying off to an uncertain future in emi-
gration; presently, Frumkin waits anxiously for his luggage, which is 
undergoing its final customs inspection. In his bags, aside from clothes, 
books, and personal items, he has packed a selection of reel-to-reel tapes 
representing his favorite recordings of songs written and sung by his friend 
Bulat Okudzhava. Okudzhava is an officially recognized literary figure and 
wildly popular—albeit unofficial—performer of avtorskaia pesnia, a grass-
roots genre of sung poetry with a broad following among Soviet youth and 
the intelligentsia. Frumkin and his friends regularly attended Okudzhava’s 
performances for several years; these recordings, made in informal con-
ditions in Moscow and Leningrad apartments, are the material residue of 
their patronage. Compared to the polished sounds of officially recognized 
vocalists, the songs appear amateurish, with Okudzhava’s tremulous bari-
tone half singing, half speaking his wry and wistful lines over the barely 
audible arpeggiations of his poorly tuned guitar. But some ineffable quality 
in the combination of the melancholy poetry, the minor melodies, and the 
singer’s unmistakable voice leads Frumkin, his friends, and Okudzhava’s 
fans across the country to consider the songs on the tapes exceptional: they 
are small, unlikely masterpieces.
 Unofficial, grassroots recordings such as these—known popularly as 
magnitizdat—generate ambivalence on the part of Soviet authorities, who 
treat them at times as a benign by-product of amateur artistic activity, 
at times as a pernicious attempt to circumvent the state’s monopoly on 
the mediation of cultural production.� Frumkin has risked bringing them 
through customs, though, having been assured that they will not be confis-
cated. (The day before, he had submitted his tapes to the customs officers 
for review and waited four hours before the officers emerged, smiling, to 
return the tapes and approve their export.) Nonetheless, it is with no small 

1. Both of these presentations are meticulously chronicled in Igor’ Karimov’s magisterial 
Istoriia moskovskogo KSP (2004: esp. 19–21, 79–100).
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amount of relief that Frumkin reclaims the suitcases with the recordings 
from the customs officer for the final time, minutes before boarding.
 Upon arriving in the United States, Frumkin discovers that his cherished 
recordings have all been effectively erased: during the inspection process, 
the customs officers brought them into contact with a powerful magnet, 
randomizing the particles on the tape surface until only a buzz remained 
(Frumkin 2006).
 Thus, it would seem, was magnitizdat demagnetized.
 Or was it?

I have chosen to begin this essay with Frumkin’s jarring story of depar-
ture and loss because it throws into high relief a number of important 
similarities and differences between magnitizdat recordings and samizdat 
texts. First, like the samizdat materials that form the subject of the other 
essays in this issue of Poetics Today, Frumkin’s recordings are the products 
of a complex cultural practice, in which a fragile artifact (words captured 
on a page, sounds captured on tape) is made resilient, if not indestruc-
tible, through its reproduction (typing out multiple copies, dubbing mul-
tiple tapes). The customs officers’ casual act of sonic vandalism may have 
rendered Frumkin’s copies useless, but the sounds that had been encoded 
upon them survived: by the time Frumkin emigrated, those sounds had 
already been transferred onto thousands of other tapes by the incessant 
labors of a vast ad hoc network of enthusiasts that, by the late 1960s, spread 
out from Kaliningrad to Vladivostok, from Arkhangelsk to Alma-Ata. In 
this sense, and not unlike samizdat copies, the dubbed tapes of magnitizdat 
served a double function: primarily a means of distributing songs to music 
lovers, they also created the security that is a by-product of all redundant, 
geographically dispersed networks, from intercontinental ballistic missile 
(ICBM) silos to the Internet.�
 Second, this story underlines a subtle but important ontological dif-
ference between magnitizdat recordings and samizdat texts.� Frumkin, in 
addition to being an accomplished musicologist, was himself a gifted per-
former of avtorskaia pesnia (literally “author’s song” and memorably glossed 
by Gerald Stanton Smith [1984] as “guitar poetry”), the genre that his 

2. For a discussion of the redundancy of ICBM networks, see Blair 1985: 117–18. For a com-
parable discussion of the redundancy of the Internet, see National Research Council 2003: 
54–55.
3. While the literature on samizdat is, as the essays in this special issue attest, extensive and 
growing, works that give more than a passing reference to magnitizdat are relatively rare. In 
addition to Gerald Stanton Smith’s landmark study Songs to Seven Strings (1984), see Lazarski 
1992; Condee and Padunov 1991; Gillespie 2003; Wesling 1992; Walker 1999; Sosin 1975; 
Kovner 2004a, 2004b, 2004c; Evtushenko 1988.
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recordings represented; he was also the preeminent scholar of Okudzhava’s 
works. As such, he no doubt knew, and could perform from memory, most 
if not all of the songs on his magnitizdat recordings of Okudzhava. That he 
would use the valuable space in his suitcases to transport the bulky reel-to-
reel tapes is testament to the extraordinary value he placed on performance, 
a value that both encompasses and exceeds that of the written text. In 
Russian, the word for the intangible, performative aspects of a song—that 
which may be suggested but cannot be completely captured by transcrip-
tion of words and notes onto paper—is intonatsia.� It was in large part the 
“intonational” value of Okudzhava’s breathy voice and slightly out-of-tune 
guitar accompaniment that made these recordings unique and valuable 
artifacts for their owner.� In contrast, if you knew a collection of Joseph 
Brodsky’s poems by heart, losing a samizdat copy of them would not be 
a tragedy: the words on the page could be recovered by retyping them.� 
(Readers familiar with Russian poetry will recall the real historical prece-
dent for this situation: in 1938 Lidiia Chukovskaia memorized “hundreds 
of lines” of Anna Akhmatova’s verse “so they would not be lost. Akhma-
tova carefully wrote out verses on small scraps of paper for her friend 
to learn, then burnt the paper” [Kellogg 1988: 153].) The same cannot 
be said of losing a recording; Frumkin’s ability to perform Okudzhava’s 
songs, inspired and valuable as his renditions may have been on their own 
terms, would not have resulted in a one-to-one replacement of the rich 
intonational world that Okudzhava’s original performance brought into 
existence. When dealing with magnitizdat, then, it is important to remem-
ber that the term encompasses an activity (grassroots dubbing and dis-
tribution), a medium (tape), and an object: a “text” that is itself the per-
formance—the intonation—of text. If the first two elements invite direct 
comparisons with samizdat, magnitizdat’s intonational aspect gives it a 
way of “being in the world” (in Martin Heidegger’s [1962] sense) that dis-
tinguishes it from the reproduction of a poetic text on paper.� My decision 
to include melodic transcriptions and detailed descriptions of musical and 

4. For more on the concept of intonatsia and its broad applicability to the study of perfor-
mance, see Asaf ’ev 1947; Zak 1982; Zemtsovsky 1997.
5. Examples of Okudzhava’s songs abound on the Russian-language Internet. The Web site 
www.bard.ru contains some 840 of his songs, many transferred from tapes like Frumkin’s.
6. To be fair, something would be lost—the visual and tactile sensations of handling the 
original samizdat text. Ann Komaromi (2004, 2008) has drawn much-needed attention to 
the materiality of samizdat, noting that the hand-typed, dog-eared look of samizdat texts 
“began to seem symbolic of the era, an integral part of the special experience of read-
ing samizdat” (Komaromi 2004: 603). I reflect upon magnitizdat’s similarly underdiscussed 
material dimension later in this article.
7. Of course, magnitizdat recordings of poets reading their works were also circulated; the 
performative, intonational dimension of these recorded poems makes them good illustra-
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ambient sound in this article is motivated by a desire to take seriously the 
performative dimension of magnitizdat recordings.
 Beyond illuminating magnitizdat’s practical utility and ontological status, 
Frumkin’s story of official intolerance and principled self-exile would seem 
to situate magnitizdat within the same historical period (the post-Stalinist 
Soviet era), general sociopolitical milieu (that of the dissident intelligen-
tsia), and ideological stance (antiestablishmentarian) that we commonly 
associate with samizdat. At the same time, the story can be mined for 
nuances that complicate some of these associations. For example, while 
the erasure of Frumkin’s magnitizdat tapes was not an act without prece-
dent, the fact that he considered it worthwhile even to attempt to bring a 
suitcase full of recordings with him into emigration hints at a difference 
in the regime’s attitudes toward magnitizdat and samizdat. To wit: it is 
harder to imagine an exile submitting a suitcase full of samizdat texts for 
advance customs inspection in the mid-1970s. As I will argue below, mag-
nitizdat was commonly regarded by Soviet authorities as inherently less 
oppositional than samizdat. This was due in part to century-old traditions 
of logocentrism and “literariness” (literaturnost’ ) that drew more attention 
(both critical and laudatory) to the written word than to music,� in part 
to the less uniformly incendiary character of the songs in the magnitizdat 
mainstream, and in part to the broader and more ideologically diverse 
audience of music enthusiasts who circulated magnitizdat tapes. Thus, if at 
times we can legitimately frame magnitizdat as a dissident activity, we must 
also acknowledge that the practice often took place outside the boundaries 
of dissidence, in the vast gray area that lay between illegal opposition and 
active promotion of the regime—the area in which, as an increasing num-
ber of historians (e.g., Stephen Kotkin [1995]; Kiril Tomoff [2006]) argue, 
the majority of Soviet experience unfolded. This element of surplus sig-

tions of the ontological difference between the samizdat text and the magnitizdat recording 
of a performed text.
8. Western and Russian presentations of Russian literariness and logocentrism have long 
enjoyed the status of conventional wisdom. After the Stalinist terror, the importance of 
the Word took on a sinister aspect, exemplified by Nadezhda Mandel’shtam’s account of 
the final years of her husband, the revered poet Osip Mandel’shtam. The poet “stubbornly 
maintained that if they [the Bolsheviks] killed people for poetry, then they must fear and 
respect it—in other words, that it too was a power in the land” (Mandel’shtam 1974: 170). 
More recently, Mikhail Epstein (1993: 287), in his influential treatise on Russian postmod-
ernism, states the claim unequivocally: “The difference [between Russian and Western post-
modernism] is in the fact that Russian and Soviet civilizations are logocentric, while West-
ern civilization privileges the silent values of gold and representation.” Stephen Hutchings 
(2004: 2) presents “the privileged position that the literary Word has held in [Russia] since 
Pushkin” as “the accepted view” before engaging in a critical archaeology of logocentrism in 
Russia. For a valuable historical corrective to essentialized readings of Russian literariness, 
see Cornwell and Wigzell 1998.
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nificance beyond the frame of dissidence renders magnitizdat’s identity 
somewhat slippery and therefore open to interrogation. What role(s) did 
magnitizdat play in the post-Stalinist period? What can a close “reading” 
of magnitizdat’s “texts” tell us about the world of post-Stalinist unofficial 
performance? Is censorship a defining condition for magnitizdat? If not, 
is it reasonable to conceive of magnitizdat as persisting past the fall of the 
Soviet Union? What is gained, and lost, by doing so?
 In grappling with these and other questions below, I do not aim to write 
a comprehensive history of uncensored recordings in the Soviet period; 
such a project, while sorely needed, would require much more space and 
archival research than I currently have at my disposal. Rather, I present 
here a set of preliminary reflections on the cultural practice of magnit-
izdat, reflections designed to prepare the ground for future work in an 
area that has received almost no scholarly attention. I begin by discussing 
magnitizdat’s historical and social significance as it pertained to avtorskaia 
pesnia, the genre most closely associated with it in the Soviet Union dur-
ing the 1960s and 1970s. Then, in order to provide a sense of the broad 
and varied ideological field that magnitizdat recordings of avtorskaia pesnia 
occupied, I reflect upon three discrete magnitizdat recordings made in the 
1960s and 1970s. These interpretive vignettes are followed by a discussion 
of magnitizdat’s complicated relation to political opposition. The final sec-
tion of this essay examines contemporary methods for disseminating avtor-
skaia pesnia, focusing on the continuities of experience that link Internet file 
sharing to magnitizdat dubbing. I conclude by arguing that bracketing, if 
only temporarily, the temporal boundaries that separate magnitizdat from 
the present moment allows us to question the received wisdom that mag-
nitizdat’s identity as a cohesive social phenomenon is inextricably bound 
to the conditions of Soviet-era oppression and censorship. Throughout, I 
try to treat magnitizdat not as a collection of texts or reproduction tech-
niques but as a complex cultural practice—a human activity that, while 
situated within a world of discourse, is capable of structuring that world of 
discourse as well.�
 In addition to shedding light on magnitizdat as a rich practice in its own 

9. My general orientation here is that of the constellation of anthropologists and other 
social scientists who are identified with “practice theory.” Originally coalescing in the works 
of Pierre Bourdieu (1977), Anthony Giddens (1979), and Marshall Sahlins (1981), practice 
theory has been revisited and revitalized in the recent work of anthropologist Sherry Ortner 
(e.g., 2003, 2006). By focusing on concrete practices as the mediators between societal struc-
tures and human agency, this body of work seeks to “lay out the mechanisms by which 
the seeming contradiction—‘history makes people, but people make history’ [Ortner 2003: 
377]—is not only not a contradiction, but is perhaps the profoundest truth of social life” 
(Ortner 2006: 2).
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right, my hope here is that these reflections on the circulation of music in 
the Soviet and post-Soviet space will make possible a sort of Shklovskian 
“defamiliarization” of samizdat. By viewing samizdat from the decentered 
vantage point of magnitizdat, will we render the former practice strange 
and in doing so open up new opportunities for grasping its character and 
significance? Even if the answer to this question is ultimately negative, the 
consonances and dissonances between samizdat and magnitizdat deserve 
consideration, as the joint field occupied by these two related and overlap-
ping practices constituted an important space within which the progressive 
ethos of the post-Stalinist era was enacted.

Magnitizdat and the Bards: Unofficial Dubbing in the Post-Stalinist USSR

The word magnitizdat has been the victim of some terminological confu-
sion, having been frequently misused as a synonym for the musical genre 
of avtorskaia pesnia.�0 As this essay deals in part with their interrelationship, 
the distinction between the two needs to be explained. Avtorskaia pesnia is a 
genre of unofficial and semiofficial sung poetry that enjoyed its first efflo-
rescence during the Khrushchevian thaw and has persisted, in a somewhat 
attenuated form, to the present day. The genre’s performers, called “bards” 
(in Russian, bardy), are singer-songwriters who compose their own music 
and verse and accompany themselves, usually on acoustic guitars.�� Clas-
sified as artistic amateurs by Soviet authorities, the bards were generally 
denied access to the infrastructure of the Soviet music industry.�� Much of 
the genre’s identity as a coherent social phenomenon can be linked to this 
amateur status.

10. See Platonov 2004: 29. As has been argued elsewhere (e.g., Platonov 2004; Sokolova 
2002; Daughtry 2006), the term avtorskaia pesnia (commonly translated as “author’s song” 
but perhaps better rendered, as Svetlana Boym [1995: 148] suggests, as “auteur songs”) is 
itself highly contested. Other terms used to define the genre in question include but are not 
limited to samodeiatel’naia pesnia (amateur song), bardovskaia pesnia (bard song), gitarnaia poezia 
(guitar poetry), and poeticheskaia pesnia (poetic song).
11. The genre’s most prominent three figures were Bulat Okudzhava (1924–1997), Vladi-
mir Vysotskii (1938–1980), and Aleksandr Galich (1918–1977). Other important Soviet-era 
practitioners who continue to perform today include Veronika Dolina, Aleksandr Dulov, 
Aleksandr Gorodnitskii, Iulii Kim, Mikhail Kochetkov, Iurii Kukin, Viktor Luferov, Alek-
sandr Mirzaian, Sergei Nikitin, Aleksandr Sukhanov, and Aleksandr Turianskii. In addition 
to these, a vibrant younger generation of post-Soviet bards has emerged in recent years. 
Important figures of this younger generation include Aleksei Bardin, Ekaterina Boldyreva, 
Ol’ga Chikina, Grigorii Danskoi, Pavel Fakhrdinov, Nikolai Kharitonov, Psoi Korolenko, 
Timur Shaov, and Vera Votintseva, among many others.
12. A few bards who had established professional credentials in other spheres (such as mem-
bership in the Union of Writers) were allowed to release albums on the official Soviet music 
label. Generally, though, as an amateur genre, avtorskaia pesnia existed outside this system.
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 Over the course of the 1960s, the genre became associated with (1) a 
compositional aesthetic that radically privileged poetic value over musical 
sophistication; (2) a progressive ethic that promoted sincerity, friendship, 
and individualism; and finally—and most importantly for the current dis-
cussion—(3) a grassroots method of reproducing and circulating amateur 
recordings, which completely circumvented the state censorship apparatus. 
It was this unique dissemination network that came to be known as magnit-
izdat. The term, a somewhat tongue-in-cheek homage to samizdat (itself a 
tongue-in-cheek neologism), is derived in part from magnitofon, the Russian 
word for tape recorder, and magnitnaia pleëka, Russian for audiotape. (The 
second half of the term, -izdat, taken from a word meaning “to publish,” 
mirrors samizdat exactly.) As a reference to one of the defining practices of 
the bards, the term is thus related to avtorskaia pesnia but not coterminous 
with it. Magnitizdat was the primary mode of dissemination for all unoffi-
cial recordings: poetic recitation, novels read on tape, interviews, Western 
radio broadcasts, political events,�� and music—from gypsy romances to 
jazz to rock to the music of the bards. While illicit recordings of Western 
rock became increasingly prevalent in the 1970s, avtorskaia pesnia was the 
musical genre most closely associated with the first generation of magnitiz-
dat dubbers.
 Magnitizdat, as a widespread practice, was enabled by the arrival of 
affordable portable reel-to-reel tape recorders in Soviet stores in the early 
1960s.�� The relative ease of dubbing that these new machines enabled 
placed the practitioners of magnitizdat significantly farther along the 
Gutenbergian timeline than their counterparts in samizdat, who, with 
some exceptions, had to reproduce every word physically on a typewriter 
(Smith 1984: 95). In contrast to the time-consuming manual reproduction 
process of the samizdat typist, magnitizdat copies of reel-to-reel tapes were 
generated by jacking one tape recorder’s output into a second recorder’s 
input and pressing “play” on the first machine and “record” on the second. 

13. Magnitizdat recordings of events of political significance constituted a tiny minority of 
the tapes produced. August Stern (1977) documents a rare magnitizdat recording of a Soviet 
trial that was subsequently smuggled to the West.
14. Gene Sosin (1975: 277) cites figures originally published in Narodnoe Khoziaistvo to the 
effect that domestic production of reel-to-reel recorders went from 128,000 in 1960 to over 
1 million a decade later (also cited in Smith 1984: 95; Platonov 2004: 27). I would like to 
emphasize here that, in saying that magnitizdat was “enabled” by the widespread availability 
of these recorders, I do not intend to evoke a McLuhanesque picture of technological deter-
minism. Quite the contrary: the exploitation of these machines to serve purposes that their 
Soviet distributors did not foresee illustrates the extent to which, working within a fluid and 
emergent set of technological, ideological, and other structural constraints, the magnitizdat 
dubbers exercised their human agency to create a new way of being in the world musically 
(cf. Taylor 2001: 25–38).
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The act of reproduction then took place automatically (though not effort-
lessly, as I will describe below). Jacking multiple machines together enabled 
members of avtorskaia pesnia clubs to produce more than one copy at a time. 
The mechanical reproduction of the sounds encoded on magnitizdat tapes 
rendered the audio “texts” more fixed—less malleable—than their samiz-
dat analogues, which were notoriously susceptible to typographical errors, 
dropped lines, and other unintentional (and conceivably intentional, edi-
torial) interventions by the typist. At the same time, the recorded medium 
faced a challenge to fidelity that samizdat did not. Performances recorded 
on magnitizdat tapes were uniquely susceptible to noise, magnetic decay, 
and the ever-looming possibility of technological obsolescence: we will 
always be equipped to read a page, but how many people have reel-to-reel 
players anymore?
 Thorny problems of fidelity and long-term preservation notwithstand-
ing, the introduction of recorders, tapes, and patch cords to the market 
gave ordinary Soviet citizens the power, in Walter Benjamin’s (1968 [1936]: 
224) oft-quoted words, to “emancipate the work of art from its parasitical 
dependence on ritual”; for the first time in Soviet history, songs sung in 
a Moscow kitchen or concert hall could be reproduced and distributed 
widely to listeners throughout the country. Significantly, this new distri-
bution network enabled its practitioners to operate independently of the 
state-owned record industry, in a manner that completely circumvented 
the regulatory and censorial constraints that the state imposed on official 
music.�� In addition to opening up new trajectories for consumption of 
avtorskaia pesnia and other genres, the emergence of magnitizdat as a wide-
spread practice helped shape popular conceptions of avtorskaia pesnia in the 
1960s and 1970s and continues to influence the discourse surrounding the 
genre today. To paraphrase Evan Eisenberg (1988: 118–23), magnitizdat 
not only disseminated avtorskaia pesnia but also inseminated it, lending the 

15. One important precedent for the magnitizdat distribution of reel-to-reel tapes bears 
mentioning here: the so-called “records on ribs” or “music on bones” that circulated among 
rock and jazz enthusiasts in the 1950s, before the advent of portable tape recorders. Artemy 
Troitsky (1988: 19) writes: “These were actual X-ray plates—chest cavities, spinal cords, bro-
ken bones—rounded at the edges with scissors, with a small hole in the center and grooves 
that were barely visible on the surface. Such an extravagant choice of raw material for these 
‘flexidiscs’ is easily explained: X-ray plates were the cheapest and most readily available 
source of necessary plastic. People bought them by the hundreds from hospitals and clinics 
for kopeks, after which grooves were cut with the help of special machines (made, they say, 
from old phonographs by skilled conspiratorial hands).” The extremely low fidelity of these 
recordings (see also Cadava forthcoming) prevented multiple generations of copies from 
being made, a constraint which kept these illicit disks from spreading as far as magnitizdat 
tapes did several years later. It is not surprising, then, that the introduction of tape recorders 
rendered the do-it-yourself technology of these records obsolete.
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musical genre and its practitioners some of the bold, politically progres-
sive, do-it-yourself character that the uncensored, antistructural distribu-
tion medium was widely held to possess. At the same time, of course, the 
people who took up this project also inseminated magnitizdat, instilling 
the practice with traces of their own personalities and agendas. Following 
the paths of this dialectic will increase our appreciation of magnitizdat’s 
multifaceted significance “on the ground,” in the lives of its individual 
practitioners.
 Part of this significance can be explained by magnitizdat’s ability to gen-
erate symbolic capital. According to the reminiscences of many of my col-
leagues who participated in the Soviet-era avtorskaia pesnia scene, in magnit-
izdat’s 1960s–70s heyday the recordings themselves were prized as objects, 
dependent upon but distinct from the specific content encoded on them. 
A large collection of reel-to-reel tapes could confer significant prestige 
upon its owner, prestige that was enhanced if one understood the degree 
of commitment and labor that stood behind each recording.�� Indeed, the 
ministrations required to make a successful recording were highly labor-
intensive. The thin and extremely fragile tapes (Svema or “Type 6” from 
the town of Shostka, the eponymous tape of Pereiaslavl’, German Agfa if 
you were very lucky) were in constant danger of stretching—causing the 
pitch to “swim” (zvuk plavaet)—or breaking altogether. Mending broken 
tape while doing minimal audio damage was regarded as a crucial “art” 
for magnitizdat dubbers (Kovner 2006). Carried from one concert to the 
next, often nestled inside backpacks on their owners’ backs, the reel-to-reel 
recorders represented a significant outlay of cash—roughly equivalent to 
an engineer’s monthly salary. The very names of the recorders—Spalis, 
Astra, Iauza—took on a slightly numinous quality, especially after one of 
them was immortalized by bard Aleksandr Galich in his famous ode to 
uncensored culture, “My ne khuzhe Goratsii” (“We’re No Worse Than 
Horace”):

Brodit Krivda s polosy na polosu,
Delitsia s sosedskoi Krivdoi opytom,
No gudit napetoe vpolgolosa,
No gremit prochitannoe shëpotom.

16. Frumkin told me a story about a friend of his whose substantial collection of jazz tapes 
earned him respect and popularity among the Leningrad intelligentsia. After emigrating to 
the United States, Frumkin’s friend was dismayed to find that, in his new social milieu, his 
unique and priceless collection of jazz masterpieces had been instantaneously transformed 
into an odd pile of poor-quality reel-to-reel recordings that could in no way compete with 
the quality of commercially available records. With his treasure reread as trash, the social 
magnet lost his attractive charge, a fact that he lamented greatly.
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Ni partera net, ni lozh, ni iarusa,
Klaka ne bezumstvuet pripadochno,
Est’ magnitofon sistemy «Iauza,»
Vot i vsë!
A etogo dostatochno!

(Untruth roams from region to region [or page to page],
Sharing her experience with the neighboring Untruth,
But that which is softly sung in half-voice resounds,
But that which is read in a whisper thunders.

There’s no concert hall, no balconies,
No sycophants hired to wildly rave,
There is a Iauza tape recorder,
That is all!
But that is all that’s needed!)��

 The magnitizdat recordings that emerged from the avtorskaia pesnia enthu-
siasts’ machines enabled and encouraged a particular type of listening: the 
contemplative group of like-minded thinkers, huddled silently around a 
recorder. Magnitizdat archivist Vladimir Kovner’s (2004a) description of 
this archetypal social situation in his memoir “Zolotoi vek magnitizdata” 
(“The Golden Age of Magnitizdat”) resonates with countless stories I have 
been told about the period: “I remember [in the mid-1960s] a tiny room, 
four pairs of friends (not without beer, of course), blue tobacco smoke 
taking the place of air, and the magnitofon with tapes of Okudzhava, [Vladi-
mir] Vysotskii, Galich, until two or three in the morning. I assume such a 
scene was completely typical for those times.”
 Positioning themselves within a cultural milieu that privileged the poetic 
word over the popular tune, bards generally assigned prime importance to 
their songs’ texts. The musical dimension of their songs was routinely de-
emphasized to such a great degree that many characterized the genre as 
poetry that only incidentally happened to be delivered musically. Okud-
zhava’s (1997: 29) introduction to his concerts was typical in this regard:

And now, before I sing you a few of my poems, I need to say a few words. First 
of all, I’m not a singer, and I’m a little bit sick, [so] if I periodically make a gaffe 
[ puskat’ petukhov], you’ll excuse me. Secondly, I must say the following. I started 
working in this genre (if you can call it that) very recently—a mere two-and-a-
half years ago. At some point I found myself wanting to sing my own poems, 
and I began to think up some kind of melody—using one finger, on the guitar. 

17. Here and throughout, unless otherwise indicated, all translations are mine. The original 
text was transcribed from a magnitizdat recording of Galich’s performance that is available 
at www.bard.ru.
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This [the guitar] was absolutely not the main thing, it was simply—a kind of accom-
paniment, and something that would obscure the deficiencies of my perfor-
mance a bit. (Emphasis mine)

 Okudzhava’s attitude, which most bards of his generation shared, helped 
structure the dominant listening practice for the genre, which privileged 
comprehension of the unfolding lyrics over any kind of embodied engage-
ment with the music’s “groove.” This dynamic combined with the often 
poor sound quality of the dubbed recordings to create a situation in which 
these songs were listened to with an intense concentration bordering on 
ferocity. The groups of people who gathered to listen to the latest tape of 
Galich or Okudzhava did not consider it to be in any sense “background 
music.” According to the reminiscences of bards and enthusiasts, this was 
focused, social listening to—no, devouring of—the recorded sounds of 
sung poetry.
 Prized as material culture, enjoyed as sociosonic text, the cultural sig-
nificance of magnitizdat is reflected in stories like these. I turn now to 
a more focused examination of individual recordings to flesh out further 
our understanding of the ideological and thematic breadth of the songs 
encoded on magnitizdat tapes.

A Spectrum of Discourses: Three Vignettes of Magnitizdat Tapes

As ethnomusicologist Peter Manuel (1993: 2) has argued with respect to 
India, the advent of the tape recorder posed a global “challenge to the 
one-way, monopolistic, homogenizing tendencies of the ‘old’ media,” one 
in which “oppositional or affirmative tendencies or potential may lie less 
in the specific content of the media than in the means of production of that 
content.” In the case of magnitizdat, the echo of Marx here is especially 
provocative: by relaxing control of the means of (musical) production, did 
the Soviet ruling class unwittingly furnish the masses with a weapon for 
undermining the existing social relations of production, or even for waging 
revolution against the regime itself ? Some bards have argued exactly this: 
that the nationwide avtorskaia pesnia movement—enabled by the reel-to-
reel recorder, fed by the bards’ uncensored songs, and celebrated en masse 
at numerous major festivals across the country beginning in the 1960s—
gave Soviet citizens an unprecedented opportunity to collectively imag-
ine and build progressive social relationships that challenged the unified 
authority of the regime (see Daughtry 2006). Thus conceived, the circula-
tion of avtorskaia pesnia tapes helped prepare the ground for Mikhail Gor-
bachev’s reforms of the late 1980s and, indirectly, for the eventual dissolu-
tion of the Soviet Union.
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 This view—that magnitizdat played a role in undermining the founda-
tion of a corrupt regime—resembles what Ann Komaromi has called samiz-
dat’s “idealistic ‘heroic’ discourse,” a position that predominated among 
Soviet dissidents (and was echoed by like-minded Western observers) dur-
ing the cold war. “According to this . . . discourse,” Komaromi (2004: 599–
600) writes, “the goal of samizdat was to transmit the ‘truth’ suppressed in 
the official world of state-censored publications.” The effect of disseminat-
ing truth in an environment of falsehood was fundamentally destabilizing: 
in the words of Viacheslav Dolinin, “samizdat, by widening spiritual hori-
zons and awakening civil society and healthy, constructive forces, played a 
huge, still not fully appreciated role in destroying the totalitarian regime, 
in constructing a foundation for the future democratic Russia” (Dolinin 
and Ivanov 1993; quoted in Komaromi 2004: 599–600n8).
 The heroic presentation of the magnitizdat–avtorskaia pesnia nexus draws 
its force from the structural similarity of its grassroots distribution mecha-
nism to that of samizdat as well as from the oppositional politics of well-
known “dissident bards” such as Galich and Iulii Kim, who used the genre 
as a vehicle for the expression of overt political critique. While dissident 
sentiment was unquestionably present among some bards and magnitizdat 
enthusiasts, such a portrayal bleeds much of the nuance out of this rich and 
varied practice and obscures much of the pleasure that people derived from 
the act of listening to and sharing recordings. In order to flesh out this pic-
ture somewhat, I present below three brief vignettes, each centered around 
a discrete magnitizdat recording made during the 1960s or 1970s. In addi-
tion to introducing three of the major bards of the period, my main goal 
in presenting these brief analyses of recordings is to evoke the variegated 
ideological and thematic terrain of avtorskaia pesnia, a terrain that encom-
passes dissidence (in the first vignette) but also exceeds it (in the latter two). 
My secondary purpose in telling these stories is to transmit a sense of the 
“personality” of the magnitizdat recordings themselves and demonstrate 
some of the existential and contextual thickness that can be derived from 
listening closely to all of the sonic information on the tape, from the bard’s 
voice to the tape’s hiss to the ambient noises in the background.

Recording #1. Heroic Discourse:  
Aleksandr Galich Singing “Posle Vecherinki” (“After the Party”)

Born in Ekaterinoslav (now Dnepropetrovsk), Ukraine, in 1918 or 1919 
(sources disagree), Aleksandr Arkad’evich Ginzburg moved with his family 
to Moscow in the mid-1920s.�� He began publishing poetry in youth 

18. This biographical sketch draws heavily on Smith 1983: 13–54.
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newspapers as a teenager and took the nom de plume “Galich” shortly 
thereafter. After a brief period of study at the Moscow Literary Institute, 
Galich began studying acting with Konstantin Stanislavskii in 1935. While 
he began composing songs based on his poems as a young man, Galich’s 
amateur musical activities were initially eclipsed by his successful offi-
cial career as an actor, playwright, and screenwriter. As Smith (1983: 21) 
relates, however, in the early 1960s Galich “embarked upon a new kind of 
literary activity that was eventually to take away his hard-earned and well-
loved livelihood. In or around 1962 he began writing and performing songs 
that had no hope of being accepted by the literary world he had seemed 
to fit into so comfortably.” Galich’s songs portrayed the Soviet Union as a 
fundamentally broken society; they “put before us a catalogue of disaster, 
failure, and guilt, in which there are no positive characters and nothing left 
of any ideals. The one note of consolation is an appeal to the effectiveness 
of dissent (however belated), and to the immortality of the poetic word” 
(ibid.: 30).
 By the late 1960s magnitizdat tapes of Galich’s songs had rendered him 
a well-known figure among avtorskaia pesnia enthusiasts, most of whom 
were significantly younger than the erudite, middle-aged playwright and 
poet (a term he preferred to “bard”). His song texts were also circulating in 
samizdat and tamizdat (i.e., émigré) versions.�� In 1968, after performing a 
set of overtly political songs at a large officially recognized avtorskaia pesnia 
festival in the Siberian city of Akademgorodok, outside Novosibirsk, he 
was severely criticized in the press and virtually banned from singing in 
public venues.
 By the time he was expelled from the Union of Writers in 1971, Galich 
had attained notoriety throughout the intelligentsia as one of the princi-
pal artistic critics of the regime. In 1972, writes Smith (ibid.: 35), “Galich 
openly became part of the dissident movement by signing two collective 
open letters written by Sakharov, one about capital punishment and the 
other a call for an amnesty for political prisoners.” In 1974, a dozen years 
after he had begun writing his critical songs, Galich was given twenty-four 
hours to pack his bags and emigrate. He died in Paris in 1977, the acci-
dental victim of electrocution as he plugged in a new tape recorder in his 
apartment (ibid.: 45).
 The recording that I want to examine here begins with Galich’s rich 
voice, commonly described in Russia as a “velvet baritone,” making a few 
words of introduction: “The next song is called ‘After the Party,’ and it is an 

19. See, for example, Galich’s song “‘Erika’ beret chetyre kopii” (“The ‘Erika’ [Typewriter] 
Makes Four Copies”), published in Posev 1: 59–61 (1968).
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experiment in a kind of sad cultural anthropology [opyt takoi pechal’noi 
kul’turologii].” Casually plucking a soft minor arpeggio on the poorly 
tuned strings of his seven-stringed guitar, he begins singing a slow, minor 
waltz:

Pod utro, kogda ustanut,
Vliublënnost’, i grust’, i zavist’,
I gosti opokhmeliatsia
I vyp’iut vody so l’dom
Skazhet khoziaika, -khotite
Poslushat’ staruiu zapis’?-
I moi glukhovatyi golos
Voidët v neznakomyi dom.

I kubiki l’da v stakane
Zviaknut legko i lomko,
I strannyi uzor na skaterte
Nachnët risovat’ ruka,
I budet brenchat’ gitara,
I budet krutit’sia plënka,
I v dal’nii put’ k Abakanu
Otpraviatsia oblaka.

I gost’ kakoi-nibud’ skazhet:
-Ot shutochek etikh ziabko,
I avtor naprasno dumaet,
Chto sam emu chërt ne brat!-
-Nu, chto vy, Ivan Petrovich,-

Figure 1 Aleksandr Galich, “Posle vecherinki” (“After the Party”), excerpt
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Otvetit gost’iu khoziaika,-
Boiat’sia avtoru nechego,
On umer let sto nazad.

( Just before dawn, when
Amorousness, and sadness, and envy tire,
And the guests kill their hangovers,
Chasing vodka with glasses of ice water,
The hostess will say, “Would you like
To listen to an old recording?”
And my somewhat muffled voice
Will enter this unfamiliar house.

And the cubes of ice
Will delicately tinkle in the glass,
And someone’s hand will begin
To trace strange shapes on the tablecloth,
And the guitar will ring,
And the tape will wind,
And the clouds will make
The long journey to Abakan . . .

And one of the guests will say,
“Jokes like this give me the shivers,
And the author is wrong in thinking
That this isn’t a risky act!”
“Don’t be silly, Ivan Petrovich,”
The hostess will answer,
“The author has nothing to fear:
He’s been dead for a hundred years.”)

Galich’s wistful performance of this song, which circulated widely in mag-
nitizdat form throughout the 1970s and 1980s, presented Soviet-era listeners 
with an exceedingly bleak picture of the future. The narrator describes the 
reel-to-reel tape slowly winding its way through the magnitofon, bathing 
the assembled guests in Galich’s disembodied voice. (The lines “And the 
clouds will make / the long journey to Abakan,” which refer to one of 
Galich’s early songs, cue us to the autobiographical nature of “After the 
Party.”)�0 The owner of the voice, we learn at the end of the last verse, is 
long dead, but the magnitizdat recording allows him to continue chal-
lenging the legitimacy of the regime from beyond the grave. Casting the 
uncensored recording as a powerful weapon in the dissidents’ battle with 
authoritarianism, Galich’s song articulates an extreme—and extremely 
reflexive—version of magnitizdat’s heroic narrative.

20. The song in question is titled “Oblaka” (“Clouds”) and was composed in 1962.
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 Judging from the acoustics (or rather, from what acoustical information 
can be discerned beneath the sound of the recording apparatus and the 
decaying tape), we can tell that the performance is taking place in front of 
a relatively small live audience. It is impossible to tell exactly how many 
people are in the room, as they are absolutely, reverently silent, except 
for the occasional shuffling of a foot or half-stifled cough. These scattered 
sounds and the low, conversational tone of Galich’s unamplified voice as he 
introduces his song suggest that the audience is a small collection of friends 
and acquaintances, and the event is probably a domashnik, or unofficial house 
concert, which, after 1968, was one of his only outlets for performance.�� As 
I listen to Galich’s hushed recording about a recording, I find it hard not to 
read the unintentional sounds of recording itself—the tape hiss, the muf-
fled acoustics, the occasional background noise—as sonic evidence of the 
genre’s subversive force. Within the frame of heroic discourse, these sounds 
take on new significance as the aural residue of the resistant underground.
 And yet it must be acknowledged that Galich’s song, which resonates so 
powerfully with our received ideas of the dominant ethos of samizdat, rep-
resents in actuality one rather sparsely populated end of the spectrum of 
songs distributed by magnitizdat dubbers. As I stated earlier, figures such 
as Galich constituted a very small minority in relation to the overwhelm-
ing mass of bards whose music was—on the most obvious, representational 
level—resolutely apolitical. Much of this music participated in a discourse 
that was less heroic than it was romantic, as the next vignette illustrates.

Recording #2. Romantic Discourse: An Anonymous Group of Enthusiasts 
Singing Aleksandr Dulov’s “Poselok Dachnyi” (“The Summer Cottages”)

Aleksandr Andreevich Dulov was born in Moscow in 1931. He graduated 
from Moscow State University in 1954 with a degree in chemistry and 
has enjoyed a productive career as a chemist for the past fifty years; he 
advanced to the level of doctor of chemistry in 1994 and worked in the 
Institute of Organic Chemistry of the Russian Academy of Sciences until 
his death in 2007. Dulov’s background in the sciences mirrored that of the 
most enthusiastic segment of avtorskaia pesnia’s traditional audience: the 
large group of highly educated engineers, scientists, technicians, and pro-
grammers known collectively as the “technical intelligentsia.” In the years 
following World War II, with the immediate concern of physical survival 

21. The songs performed on this recording mark Galich’s performance as taking place 
sometime after 1972. Upon listening to it, Frumkin told me that it might have been one of the 
concerts that he (Frumkin) had attended, in which case it would likely have been recorded in 
1973 at a dacha outside Moscow by Mikhail Kryzhanovskii.
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behind them, a large segment of the technical intelligentsia participated 
in a growing practice of domestic travel and outdoor sports (in Russian, 
turizm). After the death of Stalin, amid the relatively relaxed atmosphere of 
the thaw, the popularity of hiking, camping, canoeing, and other vigorous 
outdoor activities grew exponentially.�� Guitars were seen as de rigueur 
on these trips, and by the 1960s the tourist campfire had joined the urban 
intelligentsia kitchen as an archetypal site for the performance of avtorskaia 
pesnia. Dulov himself was an active participant in the tourist movement, 
and many of his songs have attained the status of tourist anthems.
 The romantic ethos of Soviet tourism was summed up nicely by Valerii 
Ronkin (2000):

Tourism in those years was not so much a sport and entertainment as a world-
view. What were we escaping from? From falsehood, from “unfreedom” [nesvo-
boda], from impotence. . . . And where to? To a certain extent, to that romantic 
[ideal of ] communism, the one that Okudzhava’s komissars in dusty helmets 
dreamed of. On the hiking expedition everyone was equal, free, all property was 
held in common, [and while the] baggage was . . . distributed [among hikers], 
everyone tried to take the heaviest load. . . . The most important thing was to 
find oneself among the difficulties of the road, in friendship, in love.

 The following excerpt, from a song Dulov composed in 1968 to a poem 
by Lev Druskin, exemplifies precisely the ethos that Ronkin described. 
Highly popular throughout the 1970s, Dulov’s performances of this song, 
“The Summer Cottages,” enjoyed broad circulation among magnitizdat 
dubbers. At the same time, to a far greater extent than Galich’s oeuvre, 
Dulov’s song traveled the country on a wave of live performance, passed 
along from friend to friend, camper to camper, amateur song club to ama-
teur song club.

Skripit posëlok dachnyi
Obshivkoi korabel’noi.
Na sosnakh, kak na machtakh,
Ogni Sviatogo El’ma.
I esli khochesh’ k zvëzdam,
Nam budet po puti.
Tebe eshchë ne pozdno
Na palubu vzoiti.

Moi skarb k zemle priviazan,
Moi v chernilakh pal’tsy,
No ty uznaesh’ srazu,

22. For a more detailed discussion of Soviet turizm, see Ronkin 2000; Gorsuch 2003; 
Daughtry 2006: 118–21.
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Mezhzvëzdnogo skital’tsa
K chemu skitat’sia rozno?
Obnimemsia v puti!
Tebe eshchë ne pozdno
Na palubu vzoiti!

(The summer cottages creak
Like the planks of a ship.
On the pines, as if on masts,
One can see St. Elmo’s Fire
And if you want to travel to the stars
We’ll be passing by them on the way.
It’s still not too late for you
To come aboard.

My possessions are attached to the earth,
My fingers are covered with ink,
But you will immediately recognize
The interstellar wanderer in me.
Why should we wander separately?
Let’s embrace each other on the way!
It’s still not too late for you
To come aboard.)

Among the multiple recordings of this song that I’ve heard (a few of which 
were made by me in Los Angeles and at a campsite outside Moscow sev-
eral years ago), one of my favorites is an amateur performance by a group 
of young enthusiasts in 1976.�� The performance took place on a train, as 

23. I would like to thank Piotr Trubetskoi for making this recording available to me.

Figure 2 Aleksandr Dulov, “Poselok dachnyi” (“The Summer Cottages”), excerpt
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the singers—it sounds like there are about a dozen of them—were headed 
for a regional song festival. Given the scarcity of good reel-to-reel tape, 
casual recordings of enthusiasts are relatively rare; this one documents 
about forty minutes of energetic singing. It begins, as many magnitizdat 
recordings do, with a loud squelch as the pause button is released and the 
tape moves up to speed. A lone guitar (tuned more carefully than Galich’s) 
energetically strums a chordal accompaniment to the makeshift choir. 
The voices, mostly female, are completely untrained and appear utterly 
untroubled by this fact. They sing the first five lines of each verse in rough 
unison and then break off into two parts, separated by an approximate 
third. Running beneath their heartfelt ode to the spirit of camaraderie and 
adventure is the barely audible ostinato rhythm of the train tracks, punctu-
ated by occasional voices of other passengers and the conductor’s largely 
indecipherable announcements over a tinny loudspeaker.
 Needless to say, the explicit dissident thrust of Galich’s song is absent 
here. In its place is a youthful idealism that, on the surface at least, would 
appear to coexist peacefully with the official Soviet view of a bright future 
promulgated in the 1960s. One could sing these songs and be a proud mem-
ber of the Komsomol (Communist Union of Youth) without any sense of 
contradiction; as I discovered by interviewing avtorskaia pesnia fans in Rus-
sia, many people did and regarded their affiliations in both worlds as com-
plementary. Throughout the post-Stalinist period, a large segment of the 
avtorskaia pesnia songs that circulated on reel-to-reels involved music of this 
kind, music whose ethos lay outside that which was promoted by magnit-
izdat’s heroic discourse. “Embrac[ing] each other along the way,” Dulov’s 
idealistic “interstellar travelers” inhabit a world devoid of the frightened 
“shiver[s]” promoted by Galich’s “risky act[s].”
 In addition to these earnest songs, which embody what I am calling the 
“romantic discourse” of Soviet-era tourists, a rich vein of satire and carni-
valesque humor can be seen running throughout the history of avtorskaia 
pesnia. It is to this irony-infused branch of the genre that I now turn.

Recording #3. Ironic Discourse:  
Vladimir Vysotskii Singing “Navodchitsa” (“The Thief”)

Arguably the most famous of all bards, Vladimir Semënovich Vysotskii 
was born in Moscow in 1938.�� Like Galich before him, Vysotskii was 

24. Vysotskii’s biographies are legion. Novikov 2003, Zolotukhin 2002, Smith 1984, and 
Lazarski 1992 are good examples and served as sources for the biographical information in 
this article. Lazarski’s article is particularly useful, as it engages in a comparative and criti-
cal reading of biographical sources on the bard.
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drawn to the stage as a youth, and in 1956 he was accepted into the pres-
tigious acting school at the Moscow Art Theater. He went on to become a 
nationally known film star, acting in thirty films and television miniseries. 
Many would argue that his most compelling work as a dramatic actor took 
place at the Taganka Theater, where he worked under the direction of Iurii 
Liubimov from 1964 to his death in 1980. Official notoriety notwithstand-
ing, it was Vysotskii’s unofficial songs that vaulted him to the status of a 
national folk hero. Vysotskii’s songs were easily among the most trafficked 
by magnitizdat dubbers. (His only possible contender in this area would 
be Okudzhava.) A number of his later works have been read as powerful 
critiques of the oppressive nature of state power and as such participated in 
the construction of magnitizdat’s heroic discourse.�� However, particularly 
in the early and mid-1960s, Vysotskii composed a large number of songs 
that did not reflect an ethos of heroic opposition. Among these works, his 
deceptively simple caricatures of “street songs” (ulichnye pesni ), with their 
irreverent tone and somewhat raunchy sensibility, were particularly popu-
lar. Collectively, they deflated the pretensions of his intelligentsia audience 
while simultaneously allowing them to take pleasure in the colorful argot 
of the Soviet criminal underworld, one of the Soviet Union’s principal 
exotic Others. Among the most popular of these stylized street songs was a 
piece titled “Navodchitsa” (“The Thief ”), which he composed in 1963.
 The recording in question was made at a concert on January 4, 1966, at 
the Pushkin Russian Language Institute in Moscow.�� On the tape, Vysot-
skii’s voice matter-of-factly announces, “A song about Ninka.” As he plucks 
a cursory introductory arpeggio to give himself the first pitch, the crowd’s 
muffled voices can be heard murmuring in recognition and anticipation of 
one of their favorite songs. A single handclap is heard, but the audience 
member’s applause is cut off by Vysoskii’s first sung word and his bois-
terous oom-chuck, oom-chuck accompaniment. The metal strings are notice-
ably out of tune, but he proceeds, oblivious to issues of pitch. And for 
good reason: energy is the important factor here, and Vysotskii’s muscular 
accompaniment transmits this. In his distinctive gravelly voice, Vysotskii 
half sings, half shouts the slang-heavy text:

Segodnia ia s bol’shoi okhotoiu
Rasporiazhus’ svoei subbotoiu
I esli Ninka ne kapriznaia,
Rasporiazhus’ svoeiu zhizn’iu ia!

25. See, for example, his songs “The Wolf Hunt” (“Okhota na volkov”) and “Capricious 
Horses” (“Koni priveredlivye”), both available on www.bard.ru.
26. This magnitizdat recording was subsequently released commercially by SoLyd Records 
in 2000.
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–Postoi, chudak, ona zh navodchitsa!
Zachem?
–Da tak, uzh ochen’ khochetsia!
–Postoi, chudak, u nas—kompaniia,
Poidëm v kabak, zal’ëm zhelanie!

–Segodnia vy menia ne pachkaite,
Segodnia p’ianka mne do lampochki;
Segodnia Ninka soglashaetsia,
Segodnia zhizn’ moia reshaetsia!

–Nu i dela zhe s etoi Ninkoiu!
Ona zhila so vsei Ordynkoiu!
I s neiu spat’ nu kto zakhochet sam!
–A mne plevat’, mne ochen’ khochetsia! . . .

Ona khripit, ona zhe griaznaia,
I glaz podbit, i nogi raznye,
Vsegda odeta kak uborshchitsa—
–Plevat’ na eto, ochen’ khochetsia!

(Today, with great gusto,
I’m going to take charge of my Saturday,
And if Ninka isn’t capricious,
I’ll take charge of my life!

Figure 3 Vladimir Vysotskii, “Navodchitsa” (“The Thief ”), excerpt
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—Hold it, buddy, she’s a common thief !��
Why her?
—You know, I really want her!
—Hold it, buddy, I thought we were hanging out together here!
Let’s go to the bar and drink your desires away.

—Don’t mess with me today!
Today I don’t give a hoot about drinking!
Today Ninka is going to say yes,
Today my fate is going to be decided!

—Well, this is a fine situation with that Ninka!
She’s lived with everyone on Ordynka street!
Who would want to sleep with her?
—I don’t give a damn, I really want to! . . .

But she snores, and she’s dirty,
And she’s got a black eye, and one leg is shorter than the other,
And she’s always dressed like a cleaning lady—
—I don’t give a damn, I really want to!)

In Vysotskii’s song, heroic political opposition and romantic idealism are 
replaced with good-natured irony afloat in a sea of gritty, carnivalesque 
revelry, as the well-educated bard presents the equally erudite audience 
with a scandalous caricature of life on the streets, sung in first person. It 
is clearly a potent formula: the audience’s laughter punctuates many of 
Vysotskii’s lines, and several verses later, as the song ends, the hall erupts 
into enthusiastic applause. From the size of the ovation, which drowns out 
all other sounds for several seconds, we can estimate the crowd as num-
bering in the hundreds. As the cheers and clapping die down, Vysotskii 
asks the audience, “I’m not going on too long, am I?” The response is an 
emphatic chorus of drawn out nyets, and at this point we can hear that most 
of the people in the hall—or rather, most of the people vocally interacting 
with the singer—are women.

Overlapping Fields: Magnitizdat and Samizdat

If the first of these vignettes provides an example of a magnitizdat record-
ing that can productively be compared to the overtly critical literary-
political orientation we commonly associate with samizdat, the latter 
two examples would appear to undercut such a comparison. Indeed, the 
thematic breadth of the bards’ songs challenges our ability to make any 

27. A member of a street gang of thieves who cases apartments in advance of a burglary.
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blanket statements regarding magnitizdat’s political charge based on the 
texts that were recorded. One could, of course, read dissidence into the 
latter two recordings. (I am assuming here that the subversive dimension 
of Galich’s song is beyond dispute.) Dulov’s song can be understood as 
an ode to freedom from Soviet-era societal restraints. In the same vein, 
Vysotskii’s song can plausibly be treated as a critique of Soviet puritanism. 
A political reading such as this would appear to be bolstered by the fact 
that, like Galich, both Dulov’s and Vysotskii’s oeuvres do include songs 
whose texts embody breathtakingly overt political critiques. Add to this 
the strong tendency in much popular music scholarship to read resistance 
into all marginality,�� the lingering echo of the West’s cold war antipa-
thy toward Soviet authoritarianism, and the resonance of Manuel’s (1993) 
Marxist reading of grassroots tape distribution, and magnitizdat’s oppo-
sitional charge gains an air of inevitability. I do not want to cast doubt 
on the existence of antiestablishment energy among magnitizdat’s practi-
tioners. What I do want to argue is that a presentation of magnitizdat that 
radically foregrounds such energy obscures the aural evidence of pleasure 
that pervades the latter two tapes: the enthusiasm of the students singing 
Dulov’s piece, punctuated by laughter and animated conversation on the 
train; and the laughter, applause, and playful rapport of the Vysotskii con-
cert. Surely pleasure and protest can and do coexist, but the combined 
evidence of these texts, their musical delivery, and their reception suggest 
that these particular performances of Dulov’s and Vysotskii’s songs were 
being treated as entertainment, as a dialogic production of pleasure that 
was an end to itself.
 If anything is clear from listening to these recordings, it is that unearth-
ing the ethos of the magnitizdat–avtorskaia pesnia nexus is a very slippery 
operation. Given this essential slipperiness, it is not surprising that Russian 
scholars and practitioners of avtorskaia pesnia continue to debate its relation 

28. George Lipsitz (1994) powerfully articulates the link between marginality and resistance 
in popular music. For Lipsitz (ibid.: 30–31), “the populations best prepared for cultural con-
flict and political contestation in a globalized world economy may well be the diasporic 
communities of displaced Africans, Asians, and Latin Americans created by the machina-
tions of world capitalism over the centuries. These populations, long accustomed to code 
switching, syncretism, and hybridity may prove far more important for what they possess 
in cultural terms than for what they appear to lack in the political lexicon of the nation 
state” (original emphasis). In this treatment, marginality provides the linguistic and cultural 
tools through which resistance is enacted; according to Lipsitz’s logic, the Soviet citizenry, 
long accustomed to ideological “code switching” when moving between private and pub-
lic spheres, is ideally positioned to perform resistance. In contrast, Steven Feld (2000: 152) 
portrays the tendency in popular music studies to equate the fluid hybridity of marginalized 
forms with resistance as “romantic.”
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to political protest and the degree to which the music and its distribu-
tion can be productively compared to the uncensored texts of samizdat. 
According to Vladimir Novikov, one of the genre’s established historians, 
“avtorskaia pesnia was a form of opposition, [placing] the thinking seg-
ment of society against the communist regime” (Novikov and Basovskaia 
2000: 10). This position remains a salient one among my avtorskaia pesnia 
colleagues, particularly those in the émigré world. By contrast, in the 
words of physicist and accomplished bard Aleksandr Mirzaian (1996: 4): 
“Avtorskaia pesnia is not a form of protest, as some have tried to present 
it, but a method of comprehension [sposob osmysleniia], a form of dialogue 
with one another and with the world” (see also Platonov 2004: 31). Mag-
nitizdat archivist Kovner’s (2004b) summation of the truly subversive in 
avtorskaia pesnia lends a pragmatic dimension to Mirzaian’s philosophical 
pronouncement:

Looking back, I see that, as far as I am aware, no one was imprisoned for dis-
tributing magnitizdat (thank God!). I think that from the point of view of under-
mining the foundation of the state, samizdat was much more dangerous. A large 
portion of samizdat was sharply-political (which for the KGB was a synonym 
for anti-Soviet). It’s enough just to look at the most popular works of samiz-
dat: Varlam Shalamov’s “Kolymskie rasskazy,” Evgeniia Ginsburg’s “Krutoi 
marshrut,” the works of Solzhenitsyn, Pasternak’s “Doktor Zhivago,” the works 
of Sakharov, Amal’rik, Bukovskii, Turchin and many more. On that “explosive” 
level in magnitizdat [I would only place] the songs of Galich, including two 
songs co-written with Shpalikov and a song cycle of Kim’s where everything 
was called by its name. To this list you could add a pair of Okudzhava’s songs: 
“Chernii kot” and “Master Grisha,” where Bulat [Okudzhava] speaks in highly 
transparent allusions.

Kim himself agreed with this assessment. In an interview discussing the 
social impact of magnitizdat, he downplayed its image as an inherently 
oppositional medium. “Of course, [magnitizdat’s] impact was incompa-
rably larger than that of many of the things that came out in samizdat, 
because the authorities were not able to prohibit or control it. But, on the 
other hand, magnitizdat was relatively limited in its repertoire. For the 
most part, it circulated songs—only songs” (Kim 2002). Kim’s dismissive 
qualifier—“only songs”—presumes that the truly subversive material lay 
elsewhere: namely, within the more purely logocentric world of samizdat.
 From the standpoint of Soviet authorities, the relative infrequency of 
overtly oppositional songs, along with the tenuous institutional ties that 
developed between the bard movement and the Komsomol in the late 
1960s, collectively served to distance magnitizdat from the more consis-
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tently subversive samizdat.�� While the central figures of the magnitizdat 
world were subject to surveillance, searches, and occasional seizures, their 
KGB handlers appear to have regarded their activities as distributors of 
unofficial music as secondary, concentrating instead on their activities, 
however peripheral, in the world of samizdat and/or political protest. In 
a set of memoirs on the “golden era of magnitizdat,” Kovner related more 
than one incident in which the KGB confiscated materials from his or his 
friends’ apartments; in each of these incidents, the KGB chose to keep 
all of the samizdat publications they found but eventually returned the 
magnitizdat recordings to their owners. This does not mean, however, that 
the purveyors of magnitizdat lived without fear—far from it. During an 
interview with the KGB shortly before Kovner emigrated, his interrogator 
brought up his illicit distribution of Galich recordings. “Yes, but no one 
has ever been imprisoned for [circulating] Galich,” Kovner (2004c) noted. 
“‘Yes, they aren’t imprisoning people for [circulating] Galich yet,’ [was the 
interrogator’s] ominous answer.”
 Perhaps the most important difference between samizdat and magnitiz-
dat, from a sociohistorical perspective, was that of scale. While the grass-
roots, underground nature of samizdat and magnitizdat distribution makes 
their quantification a necessarily speculative exercise, it is clear that the 
latter was larger than the former by an order of magnitude. Once again, 
Kovner (2004b) is a reasonable authority:

In comparison with magnitizdat, the work involved in distributing samizdat 
was terribly labor-intensive and slow; therefore it was much easier for the KGB 
to find and isolate the “publishers” . . . and, as we know, in some cases, the 
readers as well. On the other hand, magnitizdat was growing like a snowball. 
After every performance of a bard in an apartment-concert or even on a con-
cert stage, new sources of magnitizdat quickly appeared; after every instance of 
dubbing, more and more people turned into “publishers.” Of course, the KGB 
could always seek out the ten most active people, but among the masses, if [they 

29. In 1968, after several years of negotiations, the Moscow Municipal Committee (gorkom) 
of the Communist Union of Youth began actively collaborating with the Moscow Ama-
teur Song Club (Klub samodeiatel’noi pesni, commonly referred to by the initials KSP) 
(Karimov 2004: 85). The club, a central organizational hub for avtorskaia pesnia festivals 
and other activities, was given office space and official status as a subsection within an offi-
cially recognized jazz club headed by Soviet composer Vano Muradeli. While this particular 
arrangement broke down after several months, when the building was reassigned to another 
organization, the ties between the Komsomol and the populist KSP-wing of the bard move-
ment were longer lasting. Ignoring the genre’s potential for antiestablishmentarian thought, 
the Komsomol leadership chose to regard avtorskaia pesnia as “artistic amateurism” (khudo-
zhestvennaia samodeiatel’nost’ ), the official umbrella term for cultured leisure activities that the 
government actively encouraged.
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were to decide to make arrests], they would have to grab hundreds of thou-
sands, if not millions of people who possessed recordings of bard songs. To our 
happiness, neither Khrushchev nor Brezhnev had an appetite for repressions on 
a Stalinist scale.

In an article titled “Magnitofonnaia glasnost’” (“Tape-Recorder Glas-
nost”), Evtushenko (1988: 16) similarly characterized magnitizdat distribu-
tion as reaching exponentially larger audiences than samizdat:

Glasnost’ took on different forms, among which was [a glasnost’] of reel-to-
reel tapes. The circulation of this sonic samizdat [zvukovoi samizdat] signifi-
cantly exceeded that of textual samizdat.�0 When two young Siberian writers—
V[alentin] Rasputin and A[ndrei] Vampilov—were introduced, with the help of 
Andrei Platonov’s widow, to the manuscripts of [Platonov’s unpublished novels] 
“Chevengur” and “Kotlovan,” this could not help but have an effect on their 
subsequent spiritual development.
 But how many people read these two novels before they were [officially] pub-
lished? I don’t think it would be more than a few hundred. No one has deter-
mined the circulation of amateur tape recordings . . . but I think that in the 
1960s no less than a million tapes of Okudzhava’s songs [were in circulation].

 As these examples indicate, in magnitizdat we have a historical phenome-
non that is clearly related to, but in a number of important ways distinct 
from, its older sibling samizdat. A common uncensored, rhizomic distri-
bution structure binds the two practices together, as does a partial overlap 
of audience. More precisely, the smaller audience of samizdat was almost 
totally subsumed within the exponentially larger audience of magnitizdat: 
nearly all people in the Soviet Union who were actively reading samizdat 
were also listening to magnitizdat—while the opposite cannot be said, as 
Kovner’s comment illustrates. In the matter of scale, then, as well as in the 
concentration of overt political critique, the two practices diverge.
  The latter divergence in particular has prompted some critics to con-
sign avtorskaia pesnia and its magnitizdat distribution to the realm of the  
pseudo- or faux oppositional.�� While the heroic presentation of the magnit-
izdat–avtorskaia pesnia nexus clearly fails to tell the whole story, the whole-

30. Evtushenko’s categorization of magnitizdat as a type of samizdat mirrors Kim’s (1999: 
80) proclamation: “Magnitizdat is the broadest and most uncensored samizdat of the 
Motherland.” The most uncensored, of course, does not mean the most incendiary.
31. For example, in a 1978 article critiquing bard Vysotskii’s oppositional bona fides that 
extended to the entire genre, Piotr Vail and Aleksandr Genis wrote: “Pseudo-protest is 
always attractive, for it simplifies life, providing a necessary outlet for negative emotions, 
while carrying no obligation for serious thought or . . . action.” Many of my colleagues in 
the intelligentsia who once participated in the avtorskaia pesnia scene have voiced this opinion 
to me.
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sale dismissal of the genre as insufficiently oppositional is equally limit-
ing. Those who regard the genre as insufficiently oppositional, as “protest 
light,” overlook the possibility that the genre’s oppositional energy might 
be located outside its lyrics, in its performance practice and reception. 
Before closing this section, I would like to take up this point briefly.
 For the entire length of its Soviet-era existence, avtorskaia pesnia was 
criticized by its detractors and hailed by its proponents for the degree to 
which its musical dimension sharply diverged from that of official song.�� 
The bards’ Spartan musical sound was instantly recognizable: their self-
consciously untrained voices (ranging in intensity from Okudzhava’s 
intimate whisper to Vysotskii’s hoarse shout), paired with the “primitive 
strumming” of the guitar, were commonly read by their fans as a sonic 
representation of sincerity, of the unmediated nature of an encounter of 
souls that resembled communion. These sounds, so distinct from the more 
polished tones and lush instrumental ensembles of the official Soviet stage 
(estrada) and the burnished voices and marshal accompaniment of the 
mass song (massovaia pesnia) are what compelled many to see in them the 
grounds for imagining an alternative universe, one in which the intonation 
of the individual replaced the grand march of history, in which the largest 
functional collective was the kompaniia, the group of friends gathered in a 
kitchen or around a campfire to sing. That these sounds were distributed 
independently of the will of the state multiplied any subversive dimension 
that listeners chose to hear in them, regardless of the presence of overt 
political critique in their lyrics. My phrase “chose to hear” is central: while 
some songs at the fringes embodied overt dissidence, the genre as a whole 
was at most latently and implicitly oppositional. As such, its subversive 
“content” depended to a radical degree upon the subjectivity of the lis-
tener. As Joseph Margolis (1993: 206–7) memorably stated in the pages 
of this journal, “Texts or interpretable artifacts—real ‘things’ intrinsically 
possessing intentional or intensionalized properties—can emerge as real 
only within the (correspondingly real) space of human culture.”

Epilogue: From Magnitizdat to Internetizdat

V staroi pesenke poetsia:
Posle nas na etom svete
Para faksov ostaetsia
I stranichka v internete.

32. For a particularly clear example of the musical distinction between the official Soviet 
tradition and that of avtorskaia pesnia, see Frumkin 2005: 88–89; see also Smith 1984.
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(In an old song it is sung:
After we depart this earth
A pair of faxes will remain
And a page on the Internet.)
—Vitalii Kalashnikov

The “human culture” of Soviet-era bards, enthusiasts, and scholars was 
clearly a heterogeneous group; the polyphony of interpretations of mag-
nitizdat’s political charge attests to this. While this culture’s refusal to be 
contained by a single discourse is not, in retrospect, surprising, its refusal 
to go softly into the post-Soviet night is somewhat more so. Indeed, avtor-
skaia pesnia and the practice of magnitizdat did not exactly die with the 
demise of state censorship and the fall of the Soviet Union: bards con-
tinue to perform, and their fans continue to record them and distribute 
their recordings via unofficial channels. I conclude this essay with a brief 
overview of the contemporary world of avtorskaia pesnia distribution, which 
makes possible a diachronic comparison of distribution practices across 
Soviet and post-Soviet space-times.
 In the present we are confronted with a state of affairs that involves both 
continuity and radical disjuncture with magnitizdat’s past. The onset of a 
crude form of market capitalism in the post-Soviet space has been given 
much attention elsewhere, as has the removal and partial replacement of 
censorship.�� Suffice it to say that the avtorskaia pesnia community was not 
immune to these societal changes; in fact, the survival of the genre is tes-
tament to its creative engagement with them. In the late 1980s, faced with 
the ascendancy of the Russian rock scene, an influx of previously unavail-
able foreign music, and the gradual dismantlement of the aesthetic system 
against which the bards had defined themselves, many figures, including 
the patriarch himself, Okudzhava (1997), predicted the death of avtorskaia 
pesnia. Indeed, the cultural salience of the genre is surely not what it used 
to be in the 1960s and 1970s, when avtorskaia pesnia was a “craze [that] swept 
the country like a forest fire,” until “from every window, every courtyard, 
emanated the voices of Okudzhava, Vysotskii, Galich” (Sarnov 1998: 392). 
But neither is it moribund. As I have discussed elsewhere (Daughtry 2006), 
today’s situation is a complex one, involving the nostalgic presentation of 
classic first- and second-generation bards, the corporate commercializa-
tion of a small number of younger ones, and a creative efflorescence of 
semicommercial artists on the margins of the marketplace.

33. See, for example, Shleifer 2005; Klein and Pomer 2001.
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 A burgeoning supper club scene in Moscow provides multiple concerts 
of avtorskaia pesnia most nights of the week. At the Gnezdo Glukharia, the 
best-known club in the old city center, 250 to 300 rubles (roughly $9 to $11) 
will purchase a ticket to hear well-known bards perform lightly amplified 
songs, while efficient waiters quietly serve the audience, which sits, eating 
dinner, drinking, and smoking, at small tables arranged around the guitar-
shaped stage. Compact discs, often self-produced and priced at 150 to 300 
rubles, are sold in the foyer.
 The bards’ ambivalence toward the partial professionalization (and, 
it follows, commercialization) of their genre, which had once been the 
proudly amateur avocation of intellectuals, has been evident for several 
years now. This ambivalence is exemplified in the following excerpt of a 
song by Grigorii Danskoi, one of the younger generation’s most prominent 
bards. Titled “Grustnye razmyshleniia meditativnogo kharaktera o sushch-
nosti deneg” (“Melancholy Reflections of a Meditative Character on the 
Significance of Money”), the song describes the protagonist’s anxiety at 
being forced to contend with a new world of money relations:

Ne govori so mnoi o den’gakh
Ia ne znaiu chto eto takoe.
Pogovori so mnoi o pokoe.
O schast’e so mnoi pogovori.
No ty govorish: “Den’gi, den’gi!”
Kak budto by ia ekonomist.
A ia nikakoi ne ekonomist.
Ia samodeiatel’nyi artist! . . .

Znaesh’ lit y kak rabotaet draga?
Vot tak dushu moiu skrebut
Mysli o tom, chto den’gi—bumaga.
Kak zhe v nee prevrashchaiutsia trud?
Kak eto, chto eto nas ubezhdaet . . .
Kak eto, chto eto nas pobuzhdaet
Vziat’ banka Rossii billet
Na poezd, kotorogo net . . .

(Do not speak to me of money—
I do not know what that is.
Speak to me of peace of mind.
Speak to me of happiness.
But you are saying, “Money, money!”
As if I am an economist.
But I am no kind of economist.
I’m an amateur artist! . . .
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Do you know how a dredge works?
That is how my soul is being scraped by
The thought that money is [merely] paper.
How then is labor transformed into it?
How is it, what is it, that so convinces us
How is it, what is it, that so compels us
To take a ticket from the Bank of Russia
For a train that doesn’t exist?)

World-weary and cynical, but with tongue placed firmly in cheek, the bard 
voices his frustration with Russia’s post-Soviet capitalist experiment, riff-
ing on the age-old theme of art versus commerce. The message: the avtor-
skaia pesnia scene may have survived the fall of the Soviet Union, but it has 
endured transformations and faced new challenges along the way.
 In keeping with new and evolving social trends and the wide availability 
of digital recordings and playing devices, listening to avtorskaia pesnia 
recordings has become more of a solitary activity, something conducted 
in your car (if you have one) or through earphones on a portable device or 
at the computer terminal (if you have one). At outdoor festivals, by con-
trast, singing around the campfire remains the intense social activity that it 
was during the Soviet period. The tradition of noncommercial, grassroots 
recording continues at festivals and house concerts, although these ama-
teur recordings are increasingly distributed—along with pirated copies of 
commercial recordings—not from hand to hand but as digital files on the 
Internet.
 The paragons of the (legitimate) contemporary online distribution net-
works—of what one could logically call “Internetizdat”—are two Web sites: 
www.bards.ru, run by computer programmer Sergei Kalinin out of Kras-
noyarsk, and www.bard.ru, operated from music producer and computer 
entrepreneur Andrei Khorlin’s apartment in central Moscow. As of this 
writing, Khorlin’s Web site contains over forty-one thousand recordings of 
songs as well as thousands of song texts, over seven thousand photographs, 
and hundreds of scholarly and journalistic articles devoted to avtorskaia 
pesnia. In addition to serving as an immense and easily accessible virtual 
archive of classic magnitizdat and contemporary avtorskaia pesnia record-
ings (all of which can be listened to gratis as a low-fidelity mp3 file and 
many of which can be purchased as high-quality WAV files on compact 
discs through the Web site), Khorlin’s Web site and a growing number of 
avtorskaia pesnia–related chat rooms have vastly increased communication 
among members of the far-flung avtorskaia pesnia community, effectively 
blurring the border between those musicians and fans based in Russia and 
those in the Russian-speaking émigré world.
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 In the post-Communist digital age—an age in which the distinction 
between original and copy has been effectively erased, the barriers to dis-
tribution have been removed (at least for the growing population of Inter-
net users), and the state censorship apparatus has shriveled to Western 
levels—the formidable challenges and subsequent small triumphs that 
characterized the practice of Soviet-era magnitizdat have largely disap-
peared. Replacing them is an emerging set of challenges imported from 
the West. For example, the issue of intellectual property did not generally 
trouble those on the production or the distribution side of the magnitiz-
dat network forty, or even fifteen, years ago. Some people (particularly in 
rock-and-roll circles) did sell recordings in the 1960s and 1970s, it is true, 
but the majority of participants in the avtorskaia pesnia–centered magnit-
izdat network passed recordings on to their friends free of charge.�� As a 
rule, neither artists nor recorders placed any restrictions on the dubbing 
of the tapes they made and distributed. That a recording made in a Mos-
cow kitchen would eventually make its way to the far reaches of the Soviet 
Union was considered the singular mark of a bard’s success.
 In today’s financially strained environment, however, with an increasing 
number of bards turning to music as their sole professional activity, dub-
bing a recording for a friend means that a struggling artist was deprived of 
a potential 150 rubles. (Recall Danskoi’s commercial lament above.) Khor-
lin, the manager of www.bard.ru, recently encountered a bard who angrily 
demanded that the songs from one of his recent albums be removed from 
the Web site, as they were placed there without his permission and were 
giving people free access to music they might otherwise buy. Khorlin, in 
rebuttal, has argued that his Web site serves as a powerful—and free—
advertisement for the bards, giving people a sense of their music through 
unrestricted access to lo-fi mp3 files of their songs and in so doing encour-
aging them to purchase hi-fi recordings. In fact, Khorlin intentionally 
compresses the sound files on his Web site more than is necessary in an 
attempt to ensure that the mp3 recordings will not compete with the bards’ 
self-produced CDs.
 When placed against the background of economic uncertainty and gen-
eral privation that characterizes many members of the avtorskaia pesnia com-
munity in Russia, the potential for the genre’s commodification, lamented 
as it may be by those who enjoyed the free flow of music and ideas in the 
Soviet period, holds out the prospect of a slim financial lifeline for a large 

34. A magnitizdat “economy” did briefly flourish in the 1980s. However, Condee and Padu-
nov (1991: 83) note that by the late 1980s the grassroots market for magnitizdat recordings of 
rock albums, which had been selling for 10 rubles each, was being undercut by the release of 
the same albums on the government-owned Melodiia label, priced at 2 rubles 50 kopecks.
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number of struggling bards.�� At the same time, it appears clear that a 
purely commercial system, where listeners of avtorskaia pesnia purchased all 
of their music from stores or from the bards themselves, is currently unfea-
sible. (The same might be said of pop music—indeed of all music—under 
the conditions of postmodernity, where the development and antistruc-
tural exploitation of new technology commonly outpaces the attempts of 
states and corporations to maintain control over distribution networks.) 
Just as avtorskaia pesnia in the 1960s can hardly be imagined without mag-
nitizdat, the genre remains viable in contemporary Russia and the émigré 
world largely thanks to its free availability over the Internet and the inter-
est that such availability creates and maintains. In other words, grassroots, 
noncommercial distribution of avtorskaia pesnia—magnitizdat in the latter-
day garb of Internetizdat—continues to play a prominent role in twenty-
first-century Russia.
 But what of the fundamental ideological differences that separate the 
Soviet past from the post-Soviet present? Can one really speak meaning-
fully of magnitizdat (or even my half-serious neologism Internetizdat) in 
the absence of state censorship of music? In a strict sense, of course, the 
dismantlement of the Soviet censorship apparatus did spell the death of 
magnitizdat. However, many of the bards and enthusiasts with whom I 
have talked over the past several years have argued that the Soviet-era 
pressure exerted by authoritarian policies has to some extent been replaced 
with a new pressure exerted by commercialism and emergent consumer-
ism. Where avtorskaia pesnia was once positioned as an aesthetic alternative 
to official Soviet music (and to the ethical platform to which it was bound), 
it is now marketed as an aesthetic alternative to American-influenced 
popular music (popsa) and the ethos of cowboy capitalism that it evokes.�� 
The result of this smooth transfer of oppositional energy, from pushing 
against one hegemonic, homogenizing force to pushing against another, is 
to maintain a trace of the aura of the do-it-yourself, anti-industrial under-
ground that was so characteristic of magnitizdat’s “golden era.”
 Moreover, as I hope to have demonstrated in this essay, the magnitizdat 
distribution of avtorskaia pesnia recordings may have included the musical 
output of dissidents, but it was hardly defined by them. From the stand-
point of most of my Russian colleagues who lived through the 1960s and 
1970s, the primary goal in trafficking in magnitizdat tapes was not to 

35. To be clear, here I am using the word free in the narrow economic sense of not costing 
money rather than the sense of being unrestricted by ideology, censorship, or other forces.
36. At the same time, many members of the older generation insist, the genre is taking on 
the contours of pop music. See Daughtry 2006 for a discussion of the tension between oppo-
sition to pop and emulation of pop within the avtorskaia pesnia community.
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solidify one’s dissident bona fides, not to perform acts of opposition, but 
simply to gain access to desired recordings that were unavailable through 
official channels. The vast bulk of these recordings were unavailable not 
because they were actively censored by the Soviet authorities but rather 
because the state regarded them as amateur and therefore not worthy of 
official distribution. While dissident bards did explicitly place their works 
in opposition to the regime, the magnitizdat network appears to have been 
animated more by the dialectical forces of scarcity and desire than by an 
urge to oppose the state. In this sense, for most listeners dismantlement 
of the Soviet system of censorship did not obviate the need for grass-
roots recordings of avtorskaia pesnia: their music fell through the cracks of 
both command and market economies. For these listeners, Internet file 
sharing represents nothing other than a more efficient mode of exchang-
ing recordings: magnitizdat without the caprice of the Iauza; a globalized, 
cyber-magnitizdat.
 In situating magnitizdat historically and examining the magnitizdat 
distribution of music that encompassed but also exceeded the frame of 
dissidence, this essay participates in a general scholarly trend that seeks 
to disentangle Soviet-era cultural production from a cold war viewpoint 
that magnified the oppositional energy that these products contained. My 
attempt to demonstrate the continuity of experience that links magnitizdat 
to the contemporary distribution of Internet sound files can be seen as part 
of the same project as well.
 When placed in the context of the other essays in this issue of Poetics Today, 
this essay invites the question of whether samizdat can be similarly reimag-
ined as having persisted into the present. What can we gain from similarly 
removing—if only temporarily, conditionally—the temporal firewall that 
restricts samizdat to the Soviet period? What can we learn by conceiving of 
samizdat as linked to the contemporary distribution of uncensored texts on 
Web sites such as Maksim Moshkov’s extremely popular text archive www 
.lib.ru or the more marginal www.intelligent.ru (where, significantly, Frum-
kin, the protagonist of the story with which I began this essay, is a frequent 
contributor)? Clearly, some people are making precisely these connec-
tions. Take, for example, a popular Russian online journal (located on the 
www.lib.ru server) that allows authors to post their own works. Its archive 
features over 120,000 poems and nearly 50,000 works of prose, uncensored 
compositions that range from political critique to romance novels, from 
history to cyberpunk. The journal’s name? Samizdat!��
 I submit that such an exercise reveals continuities of structure and 

37. The journal Samizdat is located at zhurnal.lib.ru.
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experience that are otherwise obscured by the conventional (and increas-
ingly questionable) assumption that samizdat gained its distinctive identity 
exclusively through its opposition to the highly developed Soviet system of 
centralized government censorship. To wit: both samizdat and contempo-
rary Russian Web sites involve the transfer of texts from author to reader 
in a manner largely unmediated by corporate or governmental structures. 
The historical, ideological, and technological differences that separate the 
two eras—each significant in its own right—do not prevent us from imag-
ining samizdat, magnitizdat, and their latter-day digital heirs as subsumed 
into a general cultural practice of the free sharing of texts, both musical 
and verbal.
 Bolstering the case for commonality between Soviet-era grassroots dis-
tribution networks and the post-Soviet Internet is another line of argu-
ment, increasingly heard in the Western press, which focuses on the specter 
of revanchism emanating from current Russian cultural policies.�� In an 
atmosphere characterized by extreme and increasing government control 
of Russian mass media outlets and punctuated by acts of violence directed 
toward Russian journalists, the argument for essential continuity between 
samizdat texts and uncensored literature and journalism on the Russian-
language Internet appears increasingly plausible.
 By pointing to these rough commonalities, I want to be sure to avoid 
the assertion of a facile correspondence between the Soviet system and 
Vladimir Putin’s (or now, at least officially, Dmitry Medvedev’s) Russia; 
it is clear that the differences that separate these two eras are profound. 
Also, I do not want to elide the voices of bards who see the era of mag-
nitizdat as a period of unique intellectual foment and grassroots activity. 
I myself continue to marvel at the ingenuity with which Soviet-era bards 
and magnitizdat dubbers creatively maneuvered through one of the more 
Draconian systems of societal control in modern times. And yet while the 
obstacles that they negotiated may differ from those contemporary Rus-
sians face, it should not be forgotten that the creative subversion of societal 
(political, economic) control continues to occur among grassroots distribu-
tors of music and texts on the Internet. In fact, the (relatively) democratic, 

38. See, for example Kimmelman 2007 and the May 24, 2007, New York Times editorial 
“Killing the Russian Media.” It should be noted that post-Soviet censorship has focused 
almost exclusively on journalists and authors, leaving musicians (including bards) largely 
undisturbed. However, highly publicized incidents of government intervention in the musi-
cal sphere deserve mention, including (1) recent repression of Protestant Church activities 
(including music); (2) a parliamentarian’s attempt to force the Bolshoi Theater to cancel 
its production of the controversial opera Rosenthal’s Children in 2005 (Parfitt 2005); and (3) 
the role President Vladimir Putin played in changing the melody and text of the Russian 
national anthem (Daughtry 2003).
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rhizomic structure that we can observe in samizdat and magnitizdat are 
commonly put forth as the great (albeit yet to be completely fulfilled) 
promise of the Internet and, more broadly, of the Internet age.�� My hope 
is that maintaining the tension between historical particularity and these 
transhistorical continuities will bring all of these grassroots distribution 
networks more clearly into focus.
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